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Resumen
El descuento temporal es la disminución en el valor de una recompensa
debido a una demora en su obtención. Los resultados con animales
humanos y no-humanos muestran similitudes, pero también existen
diferencias consistentes. Con el fin de explorar las fuentes de estas
diferencias, usamos un sistema de reforzamiento de tokens para evaluar descuento temporal en palomas con un procedimiento más similar al usado con humanos. Las palomas fueron expuestas a una tarea
de ajuste de la magnitud con tokens como recompensas. En las Fases
1 y 3, los tokens eran intercambiados inmediatamente después de su
obtención en cada ensayo. En la Fase 2, los tokens eran intercambiados
después de cuatro ensayos. Los resultados de las fases 1 y 3 mostraron
un patrón de descuento similar al de otros estudios mientras que, en la
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Fase 2, los sujetos mostraron un mayor nivel de descuento en comparación las otras fases. Nosotros argumentamos que el mayor nivel de
descuento podría deberse a la acumulación de los tokens y la demora
obtenida a la comida.
Palabras clave: Descuento temporal; Sistema de reforzamiento de
tokens; Diferencias entre especies

Abstract
Delay discounting is the decrease of the value of a reward due to a delay
in its receipt. The results with human and non-human animals have
shown several similarities, but there have also been consistent differences. In order to further explore the sources of these differences, we used
a token reinforcement system to evaluate delay discounting in pigeons
with a procedure more similar to the ones used with humans. Pigeons
were exposed to an adjusting amount task with tokens as rewards. In
Phases 1 and 3, tokens were exchangeable immediately after its receipt
in each trial, whereas in Phase 2, tokens were exchangeable after four
trials. The results of Phases 1 and 3 showed a pattern of discounting
similar to previous studies, whereas subjects showed a greater degree
of discount in Phase 2 in comparison to the other phases. We argue the
greater degree of discount might be due to the accumulation of tokens
and the actual delay to the food.
Keywords: delay discounting; token reinforcement system; species
differences

Delay discounting is the decrease in the subjective value of a reward
due to the delay to its receipt (Odum, 2011) and has been used to explain the preference for more immediate over more delayed rewards,
even when the latter have a larger magnitude. It has been observed in a
variety of species, such as humans (Rachlin et al., 1991), rats (Krebs et
al., 2016; Reynolds et al., 2002; Turturici et al., 2018), mice (Mitchell,
2014), big apes (Rosati et al., 2007) and pigeons (Ainslie & Herrns-
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tein, 1981; Green et al., 2010), which suggests delay discounting may
be adaptive (Fawcett et al., 2012).
Assessing delay discounting involves procedures in which the
subjects are exposed to several choices between two alternatives with
different delays and magnitudes of reward. Then one dimension of one
of these alternatives is varied until subjects show an equal preference
for both alternatives. This is called the indifference point and the value
of both alternatives is assumed equal.
The shape of discount functions, which decreases rapidly with short
delay and levels off with longer delays (McKerchar & Renda, 2012),
is also a feature shared among many species. In addition, discount rates may be affected by the long-term use of psychotropic drugs and this
effect may be seen in humans (Kirby et al., 1999; Madden et al., 1997)
and nonhuman animals (Eppolito et al., 2013; Logue et al., 1992). Furthermore, the age of the subjects, of either humans (Green et al., 1999)
or rats (Renda et al., 2018), is inversely related to discount rates.
Despite these similarities, humans tend to show smaller discounting rates in comparison to non-humans (Tobin & Logue, 1994). This
is usually based on the fact that humans can wait months (e. g. Rachlin
et al., 1991) while nonhumans usually wait seconds. Nevertheless, Jimura et al. (2009) showed that humans may show a decrease in the
subjective value of a reward with intervals as short as 8 s or 16 s when
the rewards are real and consumable. Another variable that fails to generalize between humans and nonhumans is the effect of the magnitude (smaller magnitudes are discounted at a higher rate than larger magnitudes). This effects has been widely reported with humans (Green
et al., 1997; Green et al., 2013; Mellis et al., 2017) but it appears to be
absent with nonhumans (Calvert et al., 2010; Farrar et al., 2003; Green
et al., 2004; Holt & Wolf, 2019) with exceptions that are difficult to
interpret due to methodological differences (Evenden & Ryan, 1996;
Grace et al., 2012).
Given the number of studies suggesting the absence of an effect,
it may be tempting to conclude that an inherent difference between
humans and nonhumans exists. Nonetheless, a study by Reyes-Huerta
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and dos Santos (2016) showed that the magnitude effect is also absent
when humans are exposed to alternatives whose magnitudes must be
estimated (a feature similar to the procedures with nonhumans) and
are not expressed as symbols. In their study, they assessed delay discounting in human participants with two tasks. One was the typical
task in which participants chose among alternatives with magnitudes
expressed as numbers. For example, $2000 in one month or $750 now.
The other was a variation in which the magnitude of each alternative
was represented with dots of different colors and had to be estimated.
For example, 200 green dots in one month or 75 blue dots now. Except
for the color of the dots, they all had the same value ($10). Their result
showed that the magnitude effect was present in the condition where
the magnitudes were expressed as numbers but absent when the magnitudes were presented as dots.
Regarding the differences found between human and nonhuman behavior, Hackenberg (2005) argued that these may be one of
two types: quantitative (part of a cross-species behavior continuum)
or qualitative and distinctive by its own nature, which calls for special
principles for human behavior. However, arriving at an unambiguous
conclusion to this question is often difficult because of the procedural
differences among studies with different species. One such difference
is that studies with humans usually involve earning points at a time
A and exchanging them for another reinforcer (for example money)
at a later time B. This arrangement may be achieved in studies with
nonhumans by means of a token system, which would help reduce the
differences between species.
The systems of token reinforcement are a series of three interdependent schedules that specify the relation between the a) the response that produces tokens; b) the exchange-production schedule, which
is the rule that establishes how exchange opportunities are made available and c) the token exchange, which is the schedule by which the
token is exchanged for other reinforcers (Hackenberg, 2009, 2018).
Thus, subjects would have to respond for a token that would be later
exchangeable for food instead of responding for a primary reinforcer
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(such as food or water), a feature that makes the procedures with humans and nonhumans more similar.
The pioneering study by Jackson and Hackenberg (1996) showed
that the pigeons’ choices may be affected by the delivery of tokens. In
their Experiment 1, they exposed pigeons to choices between two alternatives: a delivery of one immediately available token or three delayed tokens and forced them to accumulate tokens that were exchangeable for food later in the session or at the end of it, similar to the studies
with humans. Across different conditions, they manipulated the number of choice trials needed to initiate the exchange period (when the
tokens could be exchanged for food), from 1 to 10 choice trials. Their
results showed a preference for the immediate and smaller over larger
delayed alternative, regardless of the number of trials needed to initiate
the exchange period, because the total delay to the food was shorter
with the smaller-sooner alternative than the larger-delayed alternative
and thus the delay to the exchange was unequal between alternatives.
This preference was reversed in a second experiment when the delay to
the exchange was equal for both alternatives.
In addition to choice, other similarities between the behavior
of pigeons and humans were found under token reinforcement. For
example, pigeons avoided situations in which responding could diminish the number of tokens obtained (Pietras & Hackenberg, 2005)
and preferred a token exchangeable for more reinforcers relative to
another exchangeable for fewer reinforcers (specific conditioned reinforcer versus generalized conditioned reinforcer, Andrade & Hackenberg, 2017). However, even though choice and preference for largerlater and smaller-sooner reinforcers have been studied with tokens, the
analysis of a discount function, where indifference points are assessed
with a titration procedure, has not yet been conducted using tokens as
reinforcers.
Also, another feature in the studies with humans is the delay to
the exchange of the rewards. With human participants, the exchange
of the reward usually occurs at the end of some period, commonly at
the end of one experimental session, whereas nonhumans are allowed
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to exchange immediately after token receipt. Thus, contrary to pigeons,
humans are usually forced to accumulate token reinforcers. Thus, the
aim of the present study is twofold: first, to evaluate whether pigeons
discount delayed rewards when they are tokens exchangeable for food
and second, to assess the effect of delaying the exchange period forcing
the subjects to accumulate tokens.

Method
Subjects
Three male pigeons identified as Subject 1, Subject 2 and Subject 3
with previous experience in progressive ratio, fixed interval and tandem
schedules. The pigeons did not have previous experience with token reinforcement systems. They were housed individually and their weights
were maintained at 80 % (±15 grams) of their free-feeding weight. All
procedures developed were approved by an ethical committee.
Apparatus
One experimental chamber designed by MED was used. Its dimensions were 32cm long, 25cm wide and 30cm tall. At the top center of the back wall, a chamber light (28v) was located. In the front
wall of the chamber, three response keys were arranged in a horizontal row. The distance from the chamber floor to the center of the key
was 14.5cm. Each key had a diameter of 2.2cm. The side keys could be
illuminated with either a red or a green light and the center key with
either a blue or a yellow light. A food magazine was placed below the
center key and it was illuminated when activated. The distance from
the chamber floor to the magazine was 2cm. Above the response keys,
a matrix of 256 Lights Emitting Diodes (LEDs) was placed (8 rows
and 32 columns). Every turning on and off of a single LED was accompanied by a click. The dimensions of the matrix were 3.2cm wide,
1.3cm tall and 12.8cm long and it was parallel to the ceiling and floor
of the chamber. Each LED had a diameter of 0.3cm and functioned,
hereafter, as a token. The matrix was controlled by a microcontroller
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outside of the experimental chamber that received electric pulses from
the chamber. All experimental conditions were programmed in the
software MED PC-IV ® in a computer running Windows XP.
Procedure
Pre-training
Subjects were exposed to magazine training sessions in which a
variable time 30-s (VT 30-s) was in effect. Sessions began with the placement of the subject in the chamber and all the lights were off. When
the VT elapsed, the magazine was activated for 3-s. An intertrial interval of 20-s was in effect before another value for the VT was selected.
Sessions ended after 32 food deliveries. This condition lasted until the
subjects ate from the magazine consistently, evaluated by visual inspection. The rationale was to ensure that subjects would eat reliably from
the magazine. Then, the subjects were exposed to one session with all
the chamber lights on (keys, tokens and chamber light) but no contingencies were programmed. This was to ensure that the lights would not
be novel stimuli. After that, training with the tokens began.
Illumination of tokens
The first illuminated LED was located at the intersection of the
first row and first column. One inoperative LED (column) was always
left between consecutive operative LEDs. Similarly, a complete row of
inoperative LEDs was always left after a row with operative LEDs. Therefore, a total of 64 LEDs could be used. LEDs were turned off in the
reverse order (the LED illuminated last was the first one turned off).
Training in token systems
Each token could be exchanged for access time to grain. During
the first four days, sessions began with the illumination of the chamber
light and 32 tokens. The interval between token illuminations was 0.3s.
After the illumination of all the tokens, the center key was illuminated
in blue and remained on for the remainder of the session. The cham-
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ber light was turned off. A VT 60-s was in operation and, when that
value had elapsed, the last token was turned off and 0.5 s afterwards,
the magazine was activated for 3-s. After 15-s had elapsed, another VT
value was selected and the process repeated until all the tokens were
exchanged. This procedure was in effect until the subject ate for five
consecutive occasions from the magazine.
In the following two days, sessions began with the illumination of
the chamber light and 32 tokens. After the illumination of the tokens,
the chamber light went off and an intertrial interval (ITI) with an average of 60-s began. When the ITI had elapsed, the center key, hereafter
deemed the exchange key, was illuminated in blue. The exchange key
went off after a response was made or after 8-s had elapsed since its
illumination; then the last token was exchanged and the magazine was
activated for 2-s. When the magazine was deactivated, another value
for the ITI was selected and the cycle repeated until all the tokens were
exchanged. Two more sessions were conducted, but all token exchanges were contingent upon a response to the exchange key and sessions
ended when all the tokens were exchanged.
Assessment of preference for magnitude
After token training, subjects were exposed to a choice between
two alternatives with no delay. One alternative had a magnitude of five
tokens and the other alternative delivered one token. The side keys
were used for the presentation of the alternatives. Sessions consisted
of 40 trials divided into 10 blocks. Each block consisted of two forcedchoice trials and two free-choice trials. The forced trials were always
the first and second. The start of each trial was signaled by the illumination of the center yellow key. A response turned off the center key
and illuminated one or both side keys depending on whether it was
a forced or a free trial, respectively. A red key was associated with the
smaller alternative and the green key was associated with the larger alternative. A response to an illuminated side key turned off that key (or
both if it was a free trial) and delivered the corresponding number of
tokens. If the smaller alternative was presented in the first forced trial
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on one side (left or right), the second forced trial was the larger alternative on the opposite side. During free trials, the smaller alternative
had a 0.5 probability of appearing at either side and the larger alternative appeared at the opposite side.
After the delivery of the last token in a trial, the center key was
illuminated in blue signaling the beginning of the exchange period.
During this period, a response to the exchange key turned off the last
token and 0.5-s after that the magazine was activated for 1.5-s. The total time of access to the food was 1.5-s and 7.5-s for the smaller and
larger alternative, respectively. When all the tokens were exchanged,
the exchange key went off and an inter trial interval (ITI) began. The
duration of the ITI was adjusted so that each trial lasted exactly 70s. In cases where the exchange period and the 70-s overlapped, the
exchange period was lengthened to the necessary time and the next
trial began immediately after the finalization of the exchange period. If
the exchange period ended before the conclusion of the 70-s interval,
the lights remained off until the start of the next trial signaled by the
illumination of the center key in yellow. This procedure was in effect
until the subjects chose the larger alternative in at least 80 % of the
free-choice trials for five consecutive sessions. With this procedure, we
wanted to establish whether the subjects could discriminate between
a small and a larger magnitude of tokens and had a preference for the
larger number of tokens, without which a delay discounting procedure
would be pointless.
Adjusting amount procedure
After the completion of the previous assessment, an adjustingamount delay discounting procedure was carried out. This procedure
was similar to the one used by Green et al. (2004) with the difference
that tokens exchangeable for food were used as rewards instead of food.
Sessions consisted of 10 blocks of four trials: two forced- and two
free-choice trials. The sequence of the trials was the same as in the previous assessment. The green key was associated with the larger-later reinforcer and the red key was associated with the smaller-sooner alternative.
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The delay to the larger-later alternative was varied across conditions but
its magnitude was always five tokens. The magnitude of smaller-sooner
alternative varied in each block of trials depending on the previous choice of the subjects, but it was always delivered immediately after its choice. The rule for the adjustment of the magnitude for the smaller-sooner
alternative was as follows: if the larger-later alternative was chosen in two
free trials, the smaller-sooner magnitude increased by one token in the
next block; if the smaller-sooner alternative was chosen in two free trials,
the smaller-sooner magnitude was decreased by one token. If both options were chosen, the magnitude remained unchanged. The magnitude
of the adjustable option had the restriction that it could not be less than
one token or greater than five tokens. At the beginning of each delay condition, the smaller-sooner magnitude was set to one token. The value at
the beginning of each successive session was the same as the last block of
the previous session.
If a subject failed to respond in any link (initial link or choice link)
after 70-s, the trial was repeated until a choice was made. In each condition, a different delay to the larger-later alternative was programmed.
The programmed delays were 0-, 1-, 2-, 4- and 8-s and were scheduled
between the choice for larger-later alternative and the delivery of the
tokens.
The delay to the exchange period was manipulated across phases. In the first phase, Exchange 1 to 1, the exchange of the tokens was
enabled after every trial. In the second phase, Exchange 4 to 1, the exchange was enabled after the completion of four trials. The third phase
was identical to the first. Table 1 shows the order of the delays within
each phase per subject.
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Table 1. Experimental design and sequence of delay conditions

Note. The number inside and outside of the parentheses shows the order of exposure
and the number of sessions for each delay condition, respectively.

Every session was divided into two parts of five blocks each and
the mean value of the smaller-sooner magnitude was calculated for
each mid-session. Indifference points were computed using the average value of the adjustable alternative in the last 50 blocks for each delay condition and were considered stable when: a) at least 20 sessions
had been run, b) the mean of each of the last 10 mid-sessions were not
greater than or less than two tokens of the general mean of those 10
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mid-sessions and c) data points for the 10 mid-sessions did not show a
trend. The absence of a trend was assessed using the C statistical criterion for time series (Tryon, 1982; p> 0.2, two tailed test).

Results
Indifference points as function of the delay are shown in Figure 1. In the first phase (Exchange 1 to 1), a decrease in indifference
points as the delay to the reward increased was observed except for
the first point of Subject 1. Additionally, there is a steeper decrease in
the points when the delay changes from 0 s to 1 s compared to the rest
of the delays. In the second phase, Exchange 4 to 1, the points show a
rapid devaluation of the larger reward even when the delay to that alternative was 0 s and this pattern is maintained with all the subsequent
delays for Subject 2 and Subject 3. The third column shows the return
to the first phase, Exchange 1 to 1. Here, indifference points increased
compared to the previous phase.
Subject 1 shows a nonsystematic data pattern according to Johnson and Bickel’s algorithm (2008) which states that a pattern of data
is not systematic if 1) any point is greater than the preceding by a 20%
of the larger magnitude (a difference of 1 token in this case) or 2) if
the last point is not less than the first point by a least 10% of the larger
magnitude (0.5 token in this case). By these rules, Subject 1 showed
nonsystematic data in 30 % of the points in both Exchange 1 to 1 phases combined according to the criterion 1 and 20 % in the Exchange
4 to 1 phase. Data for Subject 2 was considered nonsystematic in the
Exchange 4 to 1 phase.
The last row shows the mean indifference points in each phase. At
this level, a more orderly pattern of data may be seen in the first and
second Exchange 1 to 1 phases. The Exchange 4 to 1 phase shows a
nonsystematic pattern of data according to the Criterion 2.
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Figure 1. Mean number of tokens for the adjusting alternative in stability as a function
of delay

Note. First, second and third row correspond to the Subject 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
The last row shows the mean number of tokens for the three subjects. Each column
corresponds to each phase.
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Discussion
The objective of the present study was to evaluate if, and to what
extent, tokens are discounted by delay and to assess the effect of delaying the exchange period. To our knowledge, this is the first study that
evaluated delay discounting in nonhuman animals using non-directly
consumable objects as rewards. Along three phases, the number of
trials needed for enabling the exchange period was manipulated. In
Phases 1 and 3 (Exchange 1 to 1), the exchange period was enabled
after each trial. In Phase 2 (Exchange 4 to 1), the exchange period was
enabled after four trials.
During Exchange 1 to 1, the patterns of discounting were similar
to previous studies that used food as a reinforcer, and show the same
tendency of diminished value as a function of the delay to the reward
with a faster decrease at smaller delays. During Exchange 4 to 1, however, there was a rapid devaluation of the reward even when the delay to
the larger-later magnitude was 0 s and two factors may have contributed to this result.
In the exchange component of the token system, there were fewer
exchanges for food in Exchange 1 to 1 and Exchange 4 to 1, because
the maximum number of food deliveries at each exchange period in
the Exchange 1 to 1 was five and the minimum number of food deliveries was eight in the Exchange 4 to 1. This situation can be seen as
analogous to a bundled reward, and according to the Hyperbolic Value
Added Model (Mazur, 2001), the value of a bundled reward has diminished gains for each reward earned. In other words, if several rewards
are delivered as a bundle, the last ones would have less impact in value.
In the context of the tokens, the difference between the five foods in
the Exchange 1 to 1 would not be so different from the eight food deliveries in the Exchange 4 to 1. In addition, there might be an unintended delay associated with the larger-later alternative because there was
an interval between the illuminations of each token. So, the larger the
number of tokens delivered implied a longer wait for the reward. If we
add the condition that the choice of the larger-later alternative over the
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smaller-sooner would delay the food more, it is reasonable to expect
less choices of the larger-later in the Exchange 4 to 1.
Nevertheless, if the unintended delay associated with the largerlater alternative were the sole variable responsible for preference, the
same should have been observed during Exchange 1 to 1. The second
factor that may have added value to the smaller-sooner alternative is
the accumulation of tokens from previous trials. Because of the tokens
accumulated during the preceding forced-choice trials, the difference
in magnitudes between alternatives becomes smaller, and the delay to
the reward may have a greater impact on choice. These factors stress
the importance of the delay to the exchange as a variable that can control behavior even when other alternatives offer a larger magnitude of
reinforcement (Hackenberg & Vaidya, 2003) and of the precise arrangements in the way that rewards are earned.
A complementary hypothesis is that a common delay to food was
added to both alternatives (the three trials before the trial ending with
food deliveries) in the Exchange 4 to 1 phase. A study with these characteristics was presented by Calvert et al. (2011) and they found that,
when both alternatives had a common delay, the devaluation of the
reward was steeper if the common delay (for both alternatives) and
the unique delay (for each alternative) were not signaled differentially.
Their results are similar to the one we found in the sense that subjects
discounted steeply even at short delays in the Exchange 4 to 1 phase.
This may suggest that the accumulation of tokens and the addition of
a common delay to both alternatives have a similar impact in the devaluation of a reward.
Regarding nonsystematic data, the algorithm by Johnson and Bickel (2008) is commonly used with human participants. Yet, the criteria
of the algorithm are not based on the species being evaluated but on
the data. So, in principle it may be adopted to any set of data set as
long as it is a discount function. In the present study, the percentage of
nonsystematic data is 33% and 11% for Criteria 1 and 2, respectively.
Similar studies (non-human subjects, adjusting amount procedure, at
least four points in the delay discounting function) have found syste-
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matic data (Calvert et al., 2010. Exp. 2; Calvert et al., 2011. Exp. 2;
Green et al., 2010; Green et al., 2004; Holt & Wolf, 2019; Oliveira et
al., 2013. Exp. 2; Reynolds et al., 2002; Richards et al., 1997 Exp. 1
and 3; Woolverton et al., 2007) but others have found nonsystematic
data according to Criterion 1 (Calvert et al., 2010. Exp. 1; Green et al.,
2004; Oliveira et al., 2013. Exp. 1; Richards et al., 1997. Exp. 2) and
Criterion 2 (Calvert et al., 2011. Exp. 1; Holt et al., 2018). The range of
nonsystematic data of these other studies was 3.85% to 40% for Criterion 1 and 5.71% to 25% for Criterion 2, so the results we found in the
present study are within the expected range. It may be argued that the
difference found here is larger than in the majority of the previous studies and therefore the procedure is not suitable for the assessment of
delay discounting. However, due to the absence of other studies with
token systems in the delay discounting literature, it is not possible to
draw a stronger conclusion. Further investigation is needed to evaluate
the aspects of validity and reliability of the data with this procedure.
It may also be argued that the tokens were just an irrelevant feature of the experimental situation and the delay to the food was the
only variable affecting choice and hence their similitude with the other
procedures without tokens. However, the pigeons were sensitive to the
magnitudes when they were exposed to the condition of choice with
a 0 s delay in both alternatives (prior to the delay discounting task).
The fact that pigeons chose consistently a larger magnitude partially
suggests a control by magnitude and therefore by the tokens was in
effect. The third experiment by Jackson and Hackenberg (1996) also
suggests that the tokens play a role in the performance of the pigeons.
In one condition named NLED, they assessed choice between one
food delivery and three food deliveries both after 6 seconds. In another
condition named LED, the choice was between one token delivered
immediately or three tokens delivered after a delay of six seconds.
The delay to the exchange period was equal between alternatives. The
results showed that in the NLED condition the subjects chose near
indifference between the alternatives whereas, in the LED condition,
subjects showed a consistent preference for the alternative that was sig-
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naled with three tokens. Thus, the tokens enhanced choice for the alternative with the greater magnitude. These results in conjunction with
the preference for larger magnitude found in the present study suggest
tokens are not being ignored by the subjects.
Nonetheless, the choice of a larger number of tokens over a smaller magnitude might be accounted not only by the number of tokens
delivered and therefore their greater reinforcer properties (relatively
to the smaller alternative) but also by the covariation of the number of
tokens and food of that alternative. This covariation is a critical point
because it confounds the part of the tokens that is generating an effect
due to itself or due to the relation that they maintain with food or to
the food alone. However, this covariation between food and tokens is a
defining property of a token and may be difficult to separate them from
the effects of the primary reinforcer (Bullock & Hackenberg, 2015;
Hackenberg, 2018).
One of the limitations of this study is the programmed delays to
the primary rewards (food). The delay to the exchange period was manipulated across phases but the exchange delay was always unequal
between alternatives, and this may obscure the conclusions about the
role that the delay to the food may have in the control of behavior (Hackenberg & Vaidya, 2003). Further investigation is needed to evaluate
the role of the delay to the exchange period on discounting.
The use of token schedules reduces the differences in the protocols
employed with humans and nonhumans. By doing so, we will be in a
better position to find the processes responsible for choice in intertemporal situations and to provide a better understanding of behavior management and behavioral economics. One characteristic of the tokens is
that they allow the study of choice with non-consumable rewards either
with humans or non-humans. A ubiquitous finding is that humans tend
to discount consumable reward at a higher rate than non-consumable
(Odum et al., 2020). The use of token systems would allow to study the
generality of this results in a greater number of species.
One question that remains unanswered is the process by which a
token becomes a conditioned reinforcer and a complete evaluation of
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its role is beyond the scope of the study. For example, being exchanged
for a primary reinforcer may be necessary for a token to become a conditioned reinforcer, but it is yet unclear whether an operant contingency is also needed or only the temporal relation between the token and
reinforcer (a pavlovian relation).
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